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Performance analysis of complex systems requires fast and cost effective simulation. 
Here the architecture of a specialized multiprocessor for discrete event simulation is 
presented. Measurements have been performed on a prototype version of the simula
tor. These measurements were used for further performance studies of the simulator 
itself with QN AP2. Both analytic and simulation results are presented. 

1 Introduction 

Performance analysis is an essential part of every engineering project. This is especially true 
for today's teletraffic systems, which have to be developed within a highly competitive market. 
There are several basically distinct methods available to carry out such an examination. The 
most obvious approach is simply measurement of system performance. This, however, is only 
possible for existing systems. Consequently, systems under development have to be investigated 
by transforming them into an abstract model. To evaluate the performance of a system modelled 
in this way, two approaches may be used: analytic modelling and simulation. 

Analytic modelling requires a certain abstraction of the system so that methods of probability 
theory can be used to describe system performance by equations. These equations may then 
be solved either by mathematical analysis or by numerical methods, depending on the class of 
equations derived. Some analytic methods are very fast and easy to use. The main disadvantage 
of these methods is that models have to be relatively simple and results are often limited to mean 
values. 

Simulation is a method capable of evaluating the performance of a system under development 
up to any arbitrary degree of refinement. The idea behind the simulation approach is to construct a 
functional equivalent of the system as a software program. The simulation model is then evaluated 
with load scenarios expected for the system. If available, measurements are used to obtain a 
realistic load description, otherwise estimations or worst case assumptions have to be used. 

To achieve good accuracy of simulation results, large samples are needed. In case of queueing 
network simulations this calls for a large number of customers, also called messages, that have 
to pass through the network. This causes simulation experiments to be very time consuming, 
especially when using a general purpose computer. On time 'haring systems simulations are often 
banned as low priority or night jobs. 

So the idea was to develop a special simulation engine using parallel processing to achieve a 
speedup for simulations at affordable hardware costs giving the user full control of the experiment, 
e.g. by constantly displaying the momentary state of the simulation. 

The following section describes the hardware and software architecture of the simulator 
DESC2. Measurements performed on a prototype of the simulator are shown as distribution 
functions in section 3. The performance of the simulator itself is studied with the queueing net~ 
work analysis package QNAP2 [7]. A simulation model and a Markov model of the simulator are 
presented in section 4. Finally some result diagrams are given in section 5. 

2 Architecture of DESC2 

For DESC2 (Discrete Event Simulation Computer 2) the str~tegy was chosen to divide the simu
lation task itself instead of the simulation model. Other research projects [9] dealing with parallel 
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simulation mostly use the latter approach because it promises a high degree of parallelism. N et
work models with many nodes may be distributed among a great number of processing elements. 
This, however, introduces considerable synchronization problems and often limits the class of 
models that can be treated. In DESC2 these difficulties are avoided by using a more general 
and model independent strategy. The degree of parallelism is lower, but overhead due to inter
processor communication is reduced considerably. Event sequencing instead of time sequencing is 
chosen as the method of advancing simulation time because it combines a better time resolution 
with a more efficient implementation. 

Predecessors of this project have been presented at ITC 9 [4] and ITC 10 [1]. Those papers 
were mainly concerned with the structure and architecture of the respective simulator. The 
subject of the first paper was a hardware simulator built using TTL-MSI chips. It used the time
sequencing method for simulation control. The second paper introduced an architecture already 
similar to that of the machine considered here. The main subject of the present paper is the 
performance analysis of the new multiprocessor architecture. 

2.1 Hardware 

The simulation task is distributed among four processor elements. Each processor is dedicated to 
a simulation subtask, which, in itself, requires considerably complex calculations. 

The hardware structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Four subtasks are processed in par
allel: The RNG (Random Number Generator) generates and stores random numbers of different 
types. Execution of the application model program and supervision of the proper sequence of 
events is performed by the EL U (Execution and List processing Unit). Statistical analysis of the 
data obtained during the s~ulation run is provided by the SAU (Statistical Analysis Unit). The 
GDU (Graphical Display Unit) offers on-line display of intermediate results of a simulation run, 
e.g. empirical distribution functions. It is also possible to display results or warnings, e.g. queue 
overflow, immediately within a graphic representation of the model. 

The first three devices are the most critical for the machine's throughput. They are imple
mented as microprogrammable Bit Slice Processors. The graphics unit is built using a commetcial 
microprocessor with a graphics coprocessor. The single devices are interconnected similar to a 
macro pipeline. Hardware FIFO Buffers are used to exchange data between them. This eliminates 
the need for additional synchronization and reduces the inter-processor communication overhead ' 
to a special type of memory access. The FIFO buffers also reduce the influence of processor 
throughput variations. This approach to parallelization is obviously quite general and doesn't 
impose any limitations, e.g. concerning the size or the details of the model. 

The following sections give a short survey of the way the subtasks are distributed among the 
specific processors. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the DESC2 Simulator Hardware Architecture 

2.1.1 RandolD NUIDber Generation 

In simulation runs of queueing models usually many random numbers of different types are needed. 
They are produced in DESC2 by the RNG, a dedicated Bit Slice Processor. To generate these 
numbers, several steps have to be implemented. 

To speed up the generation of uniformly distributed random numbers, a special hardware 
device is integrated which produces the Tausworthe sequence. This sequence is produced by a 
generator of the feedback shift register type and is shown to have good statistical properties [6]. 
Such a generator with a register width of n produces a sequence of 2ft - '1 distin,ct random numbers 
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which are uniformly distributed if the polynomial z" + Z9 + 1, (q < n) describing it is prime. This 
type of generator is described in more detail in [5]. In order to obtain random numbers that 
are multi-dimensionally uniformly distributed the register width was chosen to be 159. In a 
straightforward implementation this would mean a 159-bit shift. To speed up this task in DESC2 
the generator is realized in a two-stage combinatorial circuit which reduces the generation effort 
to one iteration without losing the benefits of a large register size [2]. 

Next the uniform random number has to be transformed into a specific distribution. This 
may be accomplished either by mathematical transformations or by table-look-up methods. These 
actions are supported in DESC2 by special microprograms. Firmware is added, e.g. for table 
generators, for the natural logarithm (In), and for Cox- or Erlang-distributions. 

The RNG produces random numbers in advance. They are exchanged and stored by a special 
interface device, the MFIFO (Multiple FIFO), that can be divided for each application program 
into the appropriate number of FIFOs. Selecting a certain distribution and extracting a number 
does not interrupt the work of the generator. Additionally, the MFIFO provides a strategy of 
generating new random numbers by storing the distribution type of a number extracted in an on
board LIFO ~emory. This is read by the RNG in order to decide which distribution to produce 
next. This strategy helps to keep all types of random numbers available. This is a first heuristic 
approach for a type selection strategy, which will need to be studied further. 

2.1.2 Simulation Program Execution 

The application program is executed by the ELU which may be regarded as the central simulation 
device. As SIMULA has been chosen as the programming language for DESC2, several quasi
parallel and potentially recursive processes may be running, which may dynamically grow and 
shrink in stack space. This is supported by a Memory Management Unit (MMU), which avoids 
time-consuming stack rearrangements. 

2.1.3 Statistical Analysis and On Line Display 

The great amount of data produced in a simulation run has to be collected and processed to 
provide statistical results. This is done on a separate processor, the SAU, which processes the 
data generated by the ELU. The GDU offers a display of intermediate results together with 
statistical error measures while the simulation proceeds. So a user can monitor a simulation run 
to see if the parameters have been chosen properly. A simulation run can be cancelled, ifnecessary, 
to change parameters and to restart the simulation. This is especially important for optimization 
or factor screening experiments. 

2.2 Software 

Building a simulation machine is only one part of the approach to offer a tool for fast simulation. If 
programming this new machine were too difficult, the advantage of faster simulation would be lost 
because of the prolonged programming step. So an established simulation language was chosen 
for user-programming of DESC2. The application program running on the ELU may be written 
in a SIMULA-like language. The corresponding compiler was developed using a UNIX compiler 
generator. The capabilities of the language include the block structure and class concept of 
SIMULA as well as some enhancements with respect to SIMULA to achieve an optimal utilization 
of the simulator. Due to the fact that Bit Slice Processors are microprogrammable a special 
assembler /linker-system was built to fill the gap between compiler output and machine code. 
The code generated by the compiler is optimized to utilize the large register set of the Bit Slice 
Processor (256 general purpose registers) to mjnjmize memory interaction. A code reduction factor 
oC up to 17 for certain code sequences is achieved by the code optimizer. To control the simulation 
processes the EL U uses an event list. As searching and manipulating this list is done frequently 
these operations are shifted into special microprograms, which are added to the instruction set 
of the ELU for this purpose. The main field of application for DESC2 is simulation of queueing 
networks. To ease programming for this class of applications even more, a graphic programming 
Iystem is being added. Similar systems exist for instance for FORECASD [3]. The user may 
enter his network model on a graphic screen. After adding some parameters this model will be 
transformed into an executable program for the EL U. 

The software running on the RNG, the SAU, and the GDU consists of collections of algorithms 
providing the services that may be s~lected by a specific application program. Parameter tables 
are generated by the compiler so that each processor can be configured to fit the requirements of 
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different application programs. In the case of SAU and GDU each value received via a FIFO is 
treated according to an accompanying identifier, which Ielects one of the services determined by 
those tables. Several algoritlum for Itatistica1 analysis are offered. In spite of the relatively loose 
coupling of the processors this enables a flexible selection of algorithms. 

3 Measurements 

Hardware measurements were performed on the simulator to provide input parameters for the 
model. Fig. 2 shows the empirical distribution function for the time needed to generate one 
uniform random number. As a comparison the same type of diagram is shown in Fig. 3 for the 
generation of exponential random numbers. The generation rate differs by a factor of about 25. 
This indicates that the type and mixture of random numbers needed in the application model 
strongly in1luences the performance of the simulator. The squared coefficient of variation c~ for 
the generation time of one type of random number is low, but a realistic mixture may well reach 
a value of about 10. 
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Fig. 2 Empirical distrib. function F( T) 
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4 Modelling the Simulator with QNAP2 

To evaluate design decisions the performance of the simulator was studied using QNAP2, which is a 
multi-method modelling tool for queueing networks developed by INRIA [7]. QNAP2 offers several 
analytic and approximate methods for restricted classes of models, and the simulation method, 
which may be applied to every model. To analyze the simulator while it is still under development, 
it is modelled as a queueing network in QNAP2 (Fig. 4). Queueing networks are commonly used 
for modelling computer systems, however, expressing the communication dependencies of the 
simulator's devices required some special consideration. This is caused by the communication 
Itructure of the simulator. While data flow is from RN G to EL U the direction of request is in 
the reverse order. As these two devices are the first being built the investigation concentrated 
on them. The aim was to quantify the influence of communication buffer size and service time 
variations and to obtain hints for the design of the MFIFO. 

It should be noted here that two level. of simulation are discussed in this paper. The first 
level is the simulation of a so called application model, e.g. some kind of queueing network model 
of a teleprocessing system, which will also be referred to as the application program rUnning on 
DESC2. The second level, which is of main interest here, is the simulation of the 6imulator model 
itself. These levels are not independent. The simulation or the .imulator model has to assume 
a certain behavior due to the application program. In the following paragraphs the term model 
alone always refers to the .imwator modeL 
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4.1 Simulation Model 

In the queueing network model of the simulator each processor (RNG, ELU, SAU and GnU) is 
modelled as a station in QNAP2. To model the communication between RNG and EL U, additional 
stations are used: ELU _WAIT and RNG_ WAIT. Because RNG and EL U are not directly connected 
in the model, the so called flag mechanism of QN AP2 is used to model the synchronization between 
RNG and ELU. 

The application program is represented by one customer in the ELU-station, which after a 
random service time either requests the next random number or sends a new customer to the 
SAU. If a random number is needed and the right type is available the application can continue, 
otherwise it has to wait (ELU_WAIT). 

The RNG produces random numbers of different types. These random numbers were first 
modelled as customers, but to optimize space and time requirements of the QNAP2 simulation 
program, they were substituted by a procedure and array solution so that only one customer is 
needed for the RNG. This customer produces random numbers according to the LIFO-buffer of 
the random number types last requested. If all random number pools are full, the RNG-customer 
waits (RNG_WAIT) until the ELU has received the next random number. The synchronization 
uses flags so that the ELU-customer starts the RNG-customer after it has obtained a random 
number, and the RNG-customer starts the ELU-customer after it has produced the right type of 
random number. There is always a certain amount of pool space reserved for each type of random 
number so that a deadlock situation cannot occur. 

synchroniza tion via flags or test sequence 
~ 

~------------~ ~------------~ 
RNG ELU SAU GDU 

~g--o 

RNG_WAIT 

Fig." Simulator Model 

4.2 Markov Model 

To verify · the results of the simulation a reduced model without SAU and GDU was calculated 
analytically for simple parameters with the Markov method of QNAP2. The results are in good 
agreement with those of the simulation. The Markov method can be applied to a relatively wide 
class of queueing networks, but to keep space and time requirements within reasonable limits, 
station and customer numbers have to be kept small. In this case the method is applied to a 
closed queueing network with single server FIFO-stations and simple queues without a server. 
The ELU service time (interrequest time) is exponential and the RNG service time (generation 
time) is hyperexponential. The description of the simplified model in QNAP2 is very short: 

/DECLARE/ QUEUE e1u, rng, e1u_vait, rng_vait; 
/STATIOI/ lAME = e1u; lIlT = 1; SERVICE = EXP(1.0); TRARSIT = e1u_vait; 
/STATIOI/ lAME = rng; lIlT -16; SERVICE = BEXP(1.0,S); TRAISIT = rng_vait; 
/COITROL/ TEST = 

/EXEC/ 

BEGII IF (CUSTRB(elu_vait»O) AID (CUSTRB(rng_vait»O) 
THEI BEGII MOVE(rng_vait,rng); MOVE(e1u_vait,e1u); EID; ERD 

BEGI. MARKDV; EID; 

The EL U cycle has only one customer representing the application program. Each customer 
in the RNG cycle represents a random number waiting to be calculated or waiting to be used 
by the EL U. It is also possible to model different types of random numbers by using different 

. customer classes and the corresponding amount of ELU_WAIT and RNG_WAIT queues. The 
synchronization between RNG and EL U is expressed in the te.t .equence. If the EL U -customer is 
waiting for a random number, and a random number is available, the ELU-customer can proceed 
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and a new random number can be generated in parallel for future use. Fig. 4 also describes this 
model if the direct connections in the EL U and RN G cycle are eliminated. 

5 Results 

The main simulator performance measures are utilization and throughput of the EL U. Fig. 5 
demonstrates the influence of RNG generation time variance and pool size. The mean service 
times for ELU and RNG are equal so that high ELU utilization values should be possible. But 
to reach these values, the pool size has to be increased to compensate for the negative effect of 
high coefficients of variation. In Fig. 6 the mean service time of EL U and RN G correspond to 
the simulation results of Fig. 7. A smaller pool size and a higher coefficient of variation (RN G) 
result in lower utilization values. The effects are similar if the variance of the interrequest time 
increases. 
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For the simulation of the model the measUl;'ements of section 3 wer~ used. Table generators 
approximat~g the empirical distribution functions were implemented in the QN AP2 program. 
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Typical result diagrams are .hOWD in Fig. 7 and 8. These diagrams assume that the application 
modelil an E2/E2/1 single aerver queue. This implies that the RNG has to generate two random 
number streams, one for the input process(E2 ) and one for the server process(E2 ). The generation 
time for E2 random numbers has a mean if ~ 0.280 msec and a squared coefficient of variation c: ~ 0.01, which is nearly identical to Fig. 3. The interrequest time of the EL U is varied here as a 
deterministic value. From static code analysis a mean interrequest time for a GIG 11 application 
program of about 0.4 msec was obtained. For this type of application the interrequest time is not 
expected to have a large coefficient of variation. But this is not necessarily the case for complex 
queueing network application programs. 

The left part of the diagrams (interrequest time < 0.258 msec, Fig. 7 and 8) shows the section 
where the EL U consumes random numbers faster than they are generated. This means the RN G 
is working at top speed and maximum throughput. The ELU, on the other hand, has to wait for 
random numbers thus reducing the theoretically possible throughput to that of the RN G. The 
right part of Fig. 7 shows a different behavior, because now the interrequest times for the EL U 
are longer than the mean time needed to generate the next random number. This means the EL U 
can work at top speed and the RNG has to wait occasionally because all of the random number 
pools are full. The throughput of the RNG is . slightly larger than that of the ELU because of the 
random numbers remaining in the pool at the end of a simulation. 

6 Conclusion 

The results so far have shown in which way the simulator throughput depends on the interrequest 
time of the EL U, the generation time of the RN G, and the pool size of the MFIFO. This lead to the 
implementation of the MFIFO with a total capacity of 16 K words, which sufficiently compensates 
for service time variations of RNG or ELU. It is now possible to establish optimization rules 
for using the simulator, e.g. to determine, up to which complexity random numbers should be 
generated mathematically (if possible) using the method of the inverse distribution function, and 
when a faster table-look-up method is to be preferred. These studies will also be used to assist the 
user in optimizing his application program to fully exploit the advantages of parallel simulation. 
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